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Abstract When backup operators have to handle giga bytes of information daily, they usually find the task hard enough to leave security aside. This paper consequently intends to focus on proving documents’ authenticity regarding both content and date. In the context of WORM technology, it proposes a media independent tamper evident system - using original cryptographic hash function techniques - and secure time stamping within a given accuracy. Finally, time stamping upgrade mechanisms are proposed to extend security guarantees over years.



1. Introduction The increasing digitalization and computerization of business processes have led to a burst in data volumes. For instance, BNP Paribas faces a 150 Tera-Bytes backup weekly, Volkswagen roughly 100 Tera-Bytes daily... Dealing with such large amounts of data is far from being an easy task, but keeping that data over years as legal evidence adds up a significant challenge to the problem. As a matter of fact, several countries have recently agreed to the suitability of electronic records in court trials in respect to a few constraints [Esg00] [Adap00,  1316-1]. Commonly, electronic records are given the same legal value as any other handwritten evidence, provided they are considered authentic by the court. Typically, banks, insurances or Intellectual Property archive centers are concerned by the possibility of reproducing some former document in front of a court. For such organizations there is a clear need for a trustworthy archival system whose integrity and reliability (over years and volume) could not be argued with. More precisely, the requirements of such a system are data security (protecting against or detecting any alteration of data), longevity (dating documents precisely, and retrieving them after years of storage) and performances (being able to process thousands of records without significantly downgrading performances). The traditional long-term electronic document storage media is optical disc [Afn01], commonly referred to as “WORM” (Write Once Read Many). But, actually, the WORM technology widens to any reliable system (a media, some piece of hardware equipment, software etc.) onto which data is written only once, and is trusted not to be modified: this is perfectly adapted to data integrity requirements. Unfortunately, regarding specific constraints of long term record archival, existing WORM technologies put a few security issues aside. This paper therefore intends to propose a new kind of WORM system - a time stamped virtual WORM system - to improve those points. The paper is organized as follows. Existing WORM systems are described and evaluated in section 2. Then, we propose and explain the mechanisms of our time stamped virtual WORM system in section 3, and analyze 1



Apvrille & Hughes the improvements which have been made in section 4. Finally, section 5 deals with how time stamped virtual WORM systems can offer strong security features throughout years and future work to be done.



2. WORM devices In this section, we first give an overview of existing WORM technologies. Then, we define precisely the threat model which is considered. Finally, we evaluate existing technologies with that threat model.



2.1. Overview of existing WORMs WORM is a technology designed for permanent data records. Data may only be written once onto media and then becomes permanent (neither rewritable, nor erasable). On the contrary, read operations remain unlimited. Williams [Wil97] has made the following classification: P-WORMs (Physical - Write Once Read Many) are the best known. Recording creates a permanent physical change in the surface of the support in such a way that this area cannot be restored to its original state. Security is located at media level (see figure 1). For instance, a CD-R is a P-WORM. E-WORMs (Coded - Write Once Read Many) use a factory pre-recorded write once code located on the media itself. The code is pre-recorded by the manufacturer and then later recognized by the firmware that switches to an overwrite prevention mode. Note data may actually be recorded on a rewritable media. Security is at driver level (embedded code) and media level (pre-recorded code) - see figure 1. For instance, StorageTek’s VolSafe   [Abs00] technology is an E-WORM implementation. S-WORMs (Software Write Once Read Many) use software to protect against overwriting (see figure 1). Consequently, an S-WORM is media-independent.



Figure 1: Comparison between different types of WORMs. The lock on the figure indicates where security actually resides.
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2.2. Threat model Basically, this paper is going to evaluate archival systems with a simple question: given access to electronic records, is it possible to guarantee their authenticity over years ? More precisely, we suppose the attacker has physical access to stored data (for instance he can retrieve the tape cartridge or the disk which contains the data) and can use proper equipment for its manipulation. The purpose of this section is to make sure he cannot forge data undetectably. A few possible vulnerabilities in this threat model have been detected: 







data integrity threat: attacker can possibly modify, truncate or erase data from the archival system. More precisely, there are two levels of security: protecting against tampering (making it “impossible” to modify) and detecting modifications (modifications are possible but will be detected). 







copy integrity threat: during a copy or a migration, attacker can possibly write something different onto the copy, or ignore data he does not wish to copy. For long-term archival systems, this threat is important as data is very likely to be migrated from one system to another one (because former system has become obsolete, or because it has expired...). To be sure document’s authenticity will not be disputed, one needs to prove copied data is strictly identical to original. 







timing threat: attacker can successfully change dates of records. For many formal documents, date is an important information. For instance, insurance contracts, business agreements or buying orders should not be backdated. Attackers can use two different approaches: forging dates, or using clock accuracy problems. If an attacker can set up the date of an agreement so it has expired, he goes as far as altering the document’s validity. Combined with data integrity threats, he can also forge a completely new buying contract and assign the date of his choice. Concerning time accuracy, requirements depends on security level to be obtained. At least, it is important to be able to provide a precision, and for instance state that clock is correct within a given accuracy. 







hardware support dependency threat: attacker takes advantage of the fact security information cannot be migrated to new support. This threat concerns the storage system’s longevity. Suppose in a ten-year time backup operator would like to transfer all data onto a newer support that has better performances, or that he has chosen for other reasons. If the secure storage system depends on hardware support data is written to, then migrating data without losing security information might not be possible. bad authentication threat: attacker takes advantage of the fact document is unproperly authenticated to dispute its reliability. For instance, imagine a company has signed a partnership agreement with another company. If one of them wishes to prove the agreement existed, he’ll have to reproduce the agreement signed by both of them. Actually, whether to sign or not to sign a document - and who should sign it - is a specific property of the document itself, and does not globally concern the storage system. Consequently, this paper will not address this issue, and will assume that this task is already achieved before getting to the archival system. The archival system will take signed or unsigned documents as input, whether this is required or not for each document.



2.3. Defeating existing WORM technologies This paragraph intends to evaluate existing WORM technologies, according to the threat model established in  2.2. Results are summarized at table 1. First of all, concerning data integrity, S-WORMs show an obvious security hole: basic S-WORMs provide no data integrity detection, and protection is poor as support itself is not protected. Any skilled user can perform an undetected record modification (or deletion) by simply by-passing the WORM software and using a less restrictive one. E-WORM’s data integrity protection is not 100% sure, but is however more difficult to by-pass: attacker needs to ruin or reload the pre-recorded code. P-WORMs are relatively secure, as they are 3



Apvrille & Hughes Table 1: Existing WORM features at a glance.



P-WORM



E-WORM Basic S-WORM Required features



Data integrity protection yes (though not perfect)



Data integrity detection no



yes, medium yes, but poor yes (or detection)



no no yes (or protection)



Copy integrity bitcomparison (long) “ “ yes (optimized)



Hardware independency no



Secure time reference no



no yes yes



no no yes



inherently non-rewritable. However, a closer analysis may reveal potential data integrity threats: for instance, a CD-R consists in a pattern of pits and lands that encode the information. Pits being permanent, it is impossible to re-write the disc with new information, however it is still possible to add new pits, and consequently slightly modify data on the CD-R. Second, concerning time integrity, all existing WORMs unfortunately lack secure dating of documents. In best cases, referenced time merely gives a vague idea of document’s creation date. For instance, on CD-Rs, when a file is written, CD File System also stores the creation date of the file on the media. However, there is absolutely no guarantee of accuracy for that date: it is provided “as is”. Third, S-WORMs are inherently independent of any hardware support, which is a good point. On the contrary, P- and E-WORMs are not. If data stored on a CD-R is moved to a CD-RW (re-writable media), anybody can obviously overwrite that data. Same problem occurs on E-WORMs: if you transfer data onto another system which does not recognize the pre-recorded code, the system will not switch to a non-writable mode and it will be possible to modify, overwrite, truncate or erase data without any restriction. Finally, checking copy integrity is possible (i.e. checking a copy is identical to the original), but with poor performances. For existing WORMs, there is basically no other solution than comparing each bit of data with the original.



2.4. Virtual WORM proposal Actually, the whole problems boils down to the fact that existing WORM systems all pay attention to securing mechanisms that write information onto the media, but not to data itself. For instance, P-WORMs use physically non-rewritable non-erasable media. E-WORMs restrict and control writing operations. However, user data remains inherently unsecured. Virtual WORM’s basic idea is to focus on data’s security, instead of its writing mechanisms 1. Then, when data is taken in charge by the system’s mechanisms and physically written, data is already secured.  Mainly, the solution we propose builds on S-WORMs. In 2.3, we have seen S-WORMs offer poor data integrity protection, and unfortunately, there’s not much to do about that. So, with virtual WORMs, we suggest to improve data integrity detection techniques that are suitable for legal evidence documents. To do so, virtual WORMs make an extensive use of cryptographic mechanisms. Moreover, a signature-based time stamp protocol is added to virtual WORMs to provide a secure time reference functionality (see section 3). 1 US-patent



2001-075-TOU “Virtual WORM method and system” pending.
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Time Stamped Virtual WORM System Finally, we’ll demonstrate the resulting time stamped virtual WORMs are independent of hardware support and optimize copy integrity (section 4).



3. A Time Stamped Virtual WORM System In this section, we’ll first explain how our time  stamped virtual WORM system works, and then analyze its resistance to previously exposed threat model in 2.2.



3.1. General overview of the system The system this paper proposes is based on a chain hashing technique (using one-way hash functions[MOV96,  9] over blocks of data) and on secure time stamping with digital signatures: 



step 1: chain hashing the input 1. split data D in multiple data blocks D=   , 2. hash each block with H a one-way hash function: -. +/ 0+  , 















and



 !#"$&%(')*,+







3. and then store hashes along with blocks. 



step 2: secure time stamping 1. time stamp the last block hash, 2. digitally sign the time stamp, 3. store time stamp and its signature.



3.2. Down into time stamping mechanism Let us now have a closer look to the time stamping mechanism. From a generic point of view, [Roos99] defines a time stamp as a “token that binds information about time with the bit string”. Actually, this definition does not make any assumption about security. However, in the context of this paper, time stamps are useless if time cannot be certified within a given accuracy. So, basically, the stamping protocol consists in signing a time stamp token containing current time 1 and hash value -2  of document to time stamp: 354560798:.-2  1  . The signing key pair (PrvK, PubK) belongs to an entity named Time Stamp Authority (shortened TSA), and is certified by a public key certificate. Time stamp’s security is guaranteed by the signature. The verification process consists in comparing document’s hash with the H(D) contained in time stamp token, verifying validity of TSA’s certificate and finally verifying time stamp’s signature. On a performance point of view, time stamping being a “long” operation (RSA signatures are much longer than SHA-1 hashes for instance), this paper proposes an improvement for virtual WORM systems. Similarly to  [BHS93, 2.2] where multiple blocks are time stamped together in a round, we suggest to time stamp together multiple blocks. To do so, we simply time stamp   
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